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Sine Vibration Control

SignalStar Sine provides a wide range of sine test capabilities.  
Swept sine testing is particularly useful for the study of 
structural response at resonance.  SignalStar Sine offers high 
channel count test capability that makes it particularly well 
suited for aerospace qualification testing.  Sine also allows 
structural resonances to be excited to high response levels 
making it ideal for fatigue testing.  The SignalStar Sine 
phase-tracked dwell option automatically tracks shifts in 
resonance frequency during fatigue testing.

Single Shaker Control

The SignalStar product family offers three vibration control 
systems designed to meet a wide range of single shaker 
vibration control needs.  The SignalStar Scalar provides 2 to 8 
channels of control, specifically designed to meet entry-level sine 
requirements.  The SignalStar Vector provides up to 32 channels 
of sine control and analysis, along with additional features like 
multi reference limiting and throughput to disk.  The SignalStar 
Matrix provides all of the capability of the Vector, with up to 1024 
input channels.  SignalStar Sine can also perform automated 
resonance search and phase tracked dwell for fatigue testing.

Multi Shaker Control

SignalStar Matrix Multi Shaker Sine enables the user to 
simultaneously control up to 8 shakers.  Each shaker has an 
independent control profile of amplitude and phase versus 
frequency, enabling the relative phase between control points to 
be controlled.  Multi Shaker Sine provides the same true 
continuous swept sine and high quality digital tracking filters as 
single shaker sine.

Sine Control

SignalStar Sine takes advantage of the powerful, distributed DSP 
architecture of Abacus to provide the rapid loop response and 
high dynamic range required to control a sine sweeps through 
high Q resonances.  Data Physics innovative control algorithms 
provide fast stable control of both hydraulic and electrodynamic 
shakers.  SignalStar Sine produces a continuous swept sine, 
ensuring that all frequencies in the control bandwidth are 
excited.  High quality digital tracking filters with user selectable 
fixed or proportional bandwidths ensure the sine signals are 
accurately measured and controlled in high noise environments. 
Test reference profiles can be defined via breakpoint table or, 
where field data is available, imported from measured spectra.  

Advanced control features, like variable sweep rate and 
correction, are available on Vector and Matrix to optimize control 
for system dynamic response.  Sine supports displacement 
transducers for better control at low frequency.  The system 
smoothly changes from displacement to acceleration control as 
the sine sweeps in frequency.  The Run Schedule, unique among 
vibration controllers, enables tests to be defined that combine 
multiple sweeps and dwells to automate complex sine test 
requirements.
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The SignalStar graphical user interface provides extensive 
capabilities to view and analyze sine test data.  All control and 
measurement channels may be viewed simultaneously.  Data 
includes control channels, drive channel, reference profiles, limit 
profiles, tolerances, measurement channels, and transfer 
functions between any two channels. Test data can be displayed 
in both time and frequency domain during a test.  Test attributes 
such as Run Notes, elapsed sweeps, sweep frequency and control 
parameters are available for display during the test and are 
stored with the data.  These attributes can be arranged in graph 
and page layouts to create custom reports that are automatically 
updated with test attributes and data during test or when 
recalling stored data.  

The Disk Throughput options for Vector and Matrix Sine offer the 
ability to record time data continuously to disk during vibration 
control. Local throughput disks in each ABACUS chassis allow 
over 100,000 samples per second per channel, regardless of the 
number of channels. 

Multi Channel Limit Profiles

Each measurement channel may be assigned a unique limit 
profile to provide an extra measure of safety for delicate test 
articles.  The user may elect to issue an alarm to the test operator, 
abort the test or automatically limit the drive signal at 
frequencies where a limit profile is exceeded.  Limits can be 
performed using any engineering unit, including force.  
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Resonance Search and Dwell 

The Resonance Search and Dwell option is used for fatigue 
testing.  A sine sweep is used to obtain a transfer function for 
determination of the system resonance characteristics.  The user 
can specify the frequency range, amplitude threshold, and 
minimum Q to automatically search the transfer function to 
identify resonances.  Dwells can be individually specified in 
cycles or time for each resonance.  Dwell frequency can be fixed 
or resonance tracked.  Resonance tracking is based on the phase 
angle of resonance. Resonance tracked dwell can be specified to 
terminate on a range of conditions including, a specified shift in 
the dwell frequency.


